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Problems for the

Middle School

Problem Editor : R. ATHMARAMAN

Problems for Solution

Problem II-2-M.1

Find all natural numbers nn such that the quantity

nn� − 4nn� + 22nn� − 36nn n nn

is a perfect square. (China Western Math Olympiad,

2002)

Problem II-2-M.2

A railway line is divided into 10 sections by the

stations AA, BB, CC, DD, EE, FF, GG, HH, II, JJ, KK. The distance

from AA to KK is 56 km. A trip along any two

successive sections never exceeds 12 km. A trip

along any three successive sections is at least 17

km. What is the distance between BB and GG?

(Swedish Math Contest, 1993)

Problem II-2-M.3

In right angled triangle AAAAAA, with BBBB as

hypotenuse, suppose AAAA A AA and AAAA A AA where xx

and yy are positive integers. Squares AAAAAAAA, BBBBBBBB

and CCCCCCCC are drawn externally on the sides AAAA,

BBBB and CCCC, respectively. When QQQQ, SSSS and UUUU are

joined, a convex hexagon PPPPPPPPPPPP is formed. Let kk

be its area. Prove that kk k kkkk.

Problem II-2-M.4

The numbers 1, 2, 3, ... , nn are arranged in a line in

such a way that each number is either strictly

bigger than all the numbers to its left, or strictly

smaller than all the numbers to its left. In how

many ways can this be done? (��-st Canadian Math

Olympiad,1989)

Problem II-2-M.5

If aaa aaa aa are real numbers such that

1/aa aaaaa aaaaa aaaaaa a aa a aaa, show that the

following is true for any positive integer nn:

1

aa���� +

1

bb���� +

1

cc���� = 1

aa���� + bb���� + cc���� .

Solutions of Problems in Issue-II-1

Solution to problem II-1-M.1 Two distinct

two-digit numbers aa and bb are chosen (aaaaa). Their

GCD and LCM are two-digit numbers, and aaaaa is

not an integer. What could be the value of aaaaa?

Let ccc GCD(aaa aaa and dd d LCM (aaa aaa; let aa a aa�

cc

and bbbbb�

cc. Then: (i) aa� >bb�

; (ii) aa�

, bb� are

coprime; (iii) dd ddd�

bb�

cc; (iv) ccccc�

ccccc�

ccccc�

bb�

cc lie

between 10 and 99; (v) aa�

/bb� is not an integer.

Since cc c cc and aa�

bb�

cc c cc we also have: (vi)

aa�

bb� < 10. So aa�

, bb� are digits.

Applying (i), (ii), (v), (vi) we �ind that just one pair

is left: (aa�

, bb�

)=(3, 2). It follows that aaaaa aaaa.
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We can say more. We have: aa a aaa, bb b bbb, dd d ddd.

Since ccc cccc cccc ccc are two-digit numbers, it follows

that 10 ≤ ccccc. Hence the possibilities for (aaaaaa

are the following: (30,20), (33,22), (36,24),

(39,26), (42,28), (45,30) and (48,32).

Solution to problem II-1-M.2 The sum of a list of

123 positive integers is 2013. Given that the LCM of

those integers is 31, �ind all possible values of the

product of those 123 integers.

As the LCM of the numbers is 31, each number

is a divisor of 31. As 31 is prime, its only

divisors are 1 and 31. Hence each number in

the list is 1 or 31. Let the number of 1s in the

list be xx, and the number of 31s be yy. Then

xx x xxxxxx and xx x xxxxxxxxx. Solving these

equations for xx and yy we get xx xxx and yy yyy.

So the list is:

1

��������� , 1, 1, ... , 1, 1

�� of these

,3������������� 1,31,31, ... ,31,31

�� of these

.

Solution to problem II-1-M.3 Let aa and bb be two

positive integers, with aa aaa, and let their GCD and

LCM be cc and dd, respectively. Given that

aa aaa a aa aaa, show that: (i) aa is a divisor of bb; (ii)

aa� + bb� =cc� + dd�.

Let aa a aaaa� and bb bbbbb�

; then aa�

, bb� are coprime,

and aa� ≤ bb�

. As the product of two numbers also

equals the product of their GCD and LCM , we have

ccccccc�

cccc�

cc, i.e., dd ddd�

bb�

cc. Since aa aaa a aa aaa it

follows that cccc� +cccc� =ccccccc�

bb�

, i.e.,

aa� + bb� = 1 + aa�

bb�

. This leads to:

aa�

bb� − aa� − bb� + 1 = 0, ∴ (aa� − 1)(bb� − 1)= 0,

hence at least one of aa�

, bb� equals 1. Since aa� ≤ bb�

,

it follows that aa� = 1. Hence aaaaa, implying that aa

is a divisor of bb, and dd ddd. Both (i) and (ii) now

follow.

Solution to problem II-1-M.4 Let aa and bb be two

positive integers, with aa aaa, and let their GCD and

LCM be cc and dd, respectively. Given that aaaa a aa aaa,

�ind all possible values of aa and bb.

Since the product of two numbers also equals the

product of their GCD and LCM we have aaaa a aaaa,

hence cccccccccc. This may be written as

cccccccccccccc, giving (ccccccccccccc.

Hence ccccccccccc, i.e., ccccccc. As the

GCD and LCM are both equal to 2, the numbers

must be 2,2. That is, aa a a a aa.

Solution to problem II-1-M.5 Let aa and bb be two

positive integers, with aa aaa, and let their GCD be cc.

Given that aaaaaa a aaaa, �ind all possible values of aa

and bb.

Let aa a aaaa� and bb bbbbb�

. Then aa�

, bb� are coprime.

We are told that aaaaaa a aaaa. Hence

aa�

bb�

cc� =2012. Now the prime factorization of

2012 is 2012=2 × 2 × 503. So we have

aa�

bb�

cc� =2 × 2 × 503, with GCD (aa�

bb�

)= 1. Since

2012 is not divisible by a cube larger than 1, it

follows that cccc, i.e., aaaaa are coprime. Since

aa aaa (given), the possibilities for (aaaaaa are

(1,2012) and (4, 503).

Solution to problem II-1-M.6 Let aa and bb be two

positive integers, with aa aaa, and let their GCD and

LCM be cc and dd, respectively. Given that

dd dddddddd, �ind all possible values of aa and bb.

Let aa a aaaa� and bb bbbbb�

; then dd ddd�

bb�

cc, so the

information given yields: aa�

bb�

cccccccccc, i.e.,

ccccc�

bb� − 1)=2013. Hence cc is a divisor of 2013.

Now the prime factorization of 2013 is

3 × 11 × 61. Hence the divisors of 2013 are the

following: 1, 3, 11, 33, 61, 183, 671, 2013. (There

are 8 divisors.) The possibilities are thus:

� � � �� �� �� ��� ��� ����

��

�� � � ���� ��� ��� �� �� �� � �

��

�� ���� ��� ��� �� �� �� � �

Each value of aa�

bb� in the last line leads to possible

values of (aaaaaa. If aa�

bb� =2 then (aa�

, bb�

)= (1,2), so

(aaaaaa a aaaaaaaaaaa. If aa�

bb� = 4 then

(aa�

, bb�

)= (1, 4), so (aaaaaa a aaaaaaaaaa. If

aa�

bb� = 12 then (aa�

, bb�

)= (1, 12) or (3, 4), so

(aaaaaa a aaaaaaaaaa or (549, 732). And so on —

all the possibilities can be thus listed, one by one.
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